
Making beyond possible.
How we are moving into a bolder  
and more impactful space.
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Welcome to your guide for the Reaction Engines 
brand. From what is our vision, to how speak 
and the visual style we use.



Our vision.

Pioneering space access and 
sustainable technologies to 
elevate life on Earth.
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What gets us out of bed in the morning. 
Six key passions that we work towards 
achieving every single day.

Innovating together
To innovate in partnership with our fellow 
engineering pioneers, in pursuit of the 
world’s net zero goals.

Revolutionising industry
To revolutionise heat management 
performance using our space technology, 
transforming diverse industries.

Transforming flight
To transform high-speed flight, making the 
world smaller and the way we traverse it 
more sustainable.

Empowering customers
To give our customers the power to achieve 
things they had never believed possible.

Making space accessible
To make the dream of everyday space flight 
come true, boosting the growth of the 
emerging space economy.

Inspiring talent
To inspire a new generation of talent with 
world-class capabilities, where curiosity is 
encouraged and differences are celebrated.

Our passions.
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The guiding principles of how we behave, 
our attitude and our spirit.

The way we  
do things.

Pioneers
A pioneering spirit runs through our DNA. 
We’re here to deliver new, exciting technology. 
We’re not afraid to explore new territories and 
be the first to try things.

Pragmatic
The things we do aren’t pipe dreams, they are 
tangible. Our technology will deliver improved 
cost effectiveness, safety and sustainability.

Diverse
We’re able to look at challenges from more 
points of view. We’re agile and value lessons 
learned. We’re bold and more receptive to 
innovative ideas.

Experts
We’re leaders in our field. We set benchmarks 
and standards that others follow and aspire to. 
We inspire confidence.
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Our brand promise.

Flying faster. Going further. Making giant  
leaps in understanding.
 
We’re inventing technologies that make 
travelling beyond the earth’s atmosphere more 
efficient, more accessible, more possible. 
Enabling us to go beyond previous limits of 
high-speed flight within the atmosphere.
 
And we’re applying those technologies 
to transform a wide range of commercial 
industries. Changing the face of aerospace, 
automotive, energy and more.
 
Our brand promise tells the world that  
Reaction Engines is innovating beyond  
today’s possible. We are the ones who will 
make things that are impossible today, 
possible tomorrow.

Making 
beyond

possible.
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Our manifesto.

Beyond.

Going further than ever dreamed. Flying faster 
than ever imagined.  
Stretching the limits of physics, engineering 
and understanding.

It’s been our obsession for 30 years.

It’s why were developing SABRE.

To make travelling beyond the earth’s 
atmosphere more efficient, more accessible, 
more possible.

And to go beyond the limits of high-speed 
flight in the atmosphere.

Now it’s time to propel ourselves further.

To show what beyond means in aviation, 
automotive, energy and more.

Supporting more sustainable aviation.

Improving performance in motorsport.

Converting waste energy into renewable 
electricity.

Accelerating the growth in electric vehicles.

To go further, faster, cheaper and cleaner.

To go beyond.

Our expertise, our ingenuity and our 
innovation makes it possible.

Reaction Engines.
Making beyond possible.

Watch our brand video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HykdRKpJjZI&t=1s
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Here’s how we sum it all up.  
This core message serves as a  
short introduction to what we 
do and why we do it.

Transformative technology 
for the earth, sky and space.
We develop pioneering technology to accelerate 
net zero. To reinvigorate high-speed flight. And to 
transform access to space.  We deliver sustainable 
thermal management solutions to create a better 
future. We are Reactions Engines. We make  
beyond possible.

Our core  
message.
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Brand House.Intro to brand house

Employees
We want to energise and inspire the world’s most talented 

people. Their innovation, commitment and quality are at the 
heart of what we do.

Investors
Organisations that are actively involved in shaping  

and driving the future direction of the diverse industries  
we work in.

Customers and partners
Future customers and our existing strategic partners in the 
aerospace, motorsport, energy and electric vehicles sectors.

Media
Industry specific media. Financial, commercial and business 

media, where entrepreneurs, innovators and rising star 
businesses will build awareness.

Who are we talking to?
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2.

3.

We talk about all  
aspects of our journey

We use simple terms 
to connect with more 
audiences

We visualise the impact 
our achievements will 
have on people’s lives

We provide 
solutions

We promote the 
ground-breaking 
environmental 
impact of our 
technology

We celebrate 
how our diversity 
helps us achieve 
our goals

We emphasise the 
role of our people 
in creating amazing 
technologies

WE VALUE 
OUTCOME

OVER  
PRODUCT

WE CELEBRATE OUR 
PEOPLE AND THEIR  
PERSONAL STORIES 

AND TALENTS

There are three simple principles that help us 
communicate with the world. By using these we can 
make sure all communications tell our story in an 
impactful and effective way.

How we communicate  
with the world.

1.

We share our uniquely different 
view of the possible

We harness the value of 
our credibility with the 
aerospace industry

WE ARE BOLD,  
AMBITIOUS AND  

CONFIDENT ABOUT 
OUR IMPACT ON 

THE WORLD
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In a nutshell.
WHAT WE DO THE WAY WE DO IT

We develop transformative technology 
for the earth, sky and space. We 
develop pioneering technology to 
accelerate net zero. To reinvigorate 
high speed flight. And to transform 
access to space. We deliver  
sustainable thermal management 
solutions to create a better future. 
We are Reactions Engines. We make 
beyond possible.

Pioneering space access and sustainable 
technolgogies to elevate life on Earth.

OUR VISION

Brand promise
How we sum it all up Making beyond possible.

OUR PASSIONS

Pioneers
A pioneering spirit runs through our 
DNA. We’re here to deliver new, exciting 
technology. We’re not afraid to explore new 
territories and be the first to try things.

Experts
We’re leaders in our field. We set 
benchmarks and standards that others 
follow and aspire to. We inspire confidence.

Pragmatic
The things we do aren’t pipe dreams,  
they are tangible. Our technology will deliver 
improved cost effectiveness, safety  
and sustainability.

Diverse
We’re able to look at challenges from more 
points of view. We’re agile and value lessons 
learned. We’re bold and more receptive to 
innovative ideas.

Innovating together
To innovate in partnership with our fellow 
engineering pioneers, in pursuit of the 
world’s net zero goals.

Making space accessible
To make the dream of everyday space flight 
come true, boosting the growth of the 
emerging space economy.

Transforming flight
To transform high-speed flight, making the 
world smaller and the way we traverse it 
more sustainable.

Revolutionising industry
To revolutionise heat management 
performance using our space technology, 
transforming diverse industries. 

Inspiring talent
To inspire a new generation of talent with 
world-class capabilities, where curiosity is 
encouraged and differences are celebrated.

Empowering customers
To give our customers the power to achieve 
things they had never believed possible.
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Visual identity.
What does our brand look and feel like?  

Our logo, colours, key visuals, graphical devices 
and photography all help us present ourselves in 

a recognisable and distinctive way.
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Our logo.

The shape of our logo is inspired by Reaction Engines’ 
innovation in heat exchanger technologies. It is  
based on the spiral layout used in the design of the 
modules built for the SABRE programme and  
the Applied Technologies projects. 

Don’t distort it, alter it or twist it and give it some space to breathe.

Dark background

Do not change the logo colour

Do not put blue version of the logo on busy backgrounds. 
Use the white version in these situations.

Main logo

Do’s and Don’ts

  

 ✓

Do not change the logo proportions
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Colours.

A new more vibrant colour palette that reflects  
our new confidence.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Typography.

Headline font

Body font

Office font

Futura PT

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

123456789?!@£$

123456789?!@£$

123456789?!@£$

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Open Sans

Calibri

Display type with boldness and clarity. The same 
font is used across all brand for consistency.

A new body copy font has been chosen 
for legibility in both print and in digital.

We use Calibri day to day for all the business document we create 
such as email, Word, Excel and Powerpoint presentations.

Mid blue
CMYK: 100/67/0/13
RGB: 0/75/147
PANTONE: P2945c
PANTONE: P300u

Light blue
CMYK: 68/5/7/0
RGB: 56/183/224
PANTONE: P298c
PANTONE: P2985u

Dark blue 2
CMYK: 100/85/35/55
RGB: 21/34/65

Dark blue 1
CMYK: 85/50/0/69
RGB: 11/49/83
PANTONE: P2965c
PANTONE: P2965u

Red
CMYK: 0/88/68/0
RGB: 232/57/67
PANTONE: Red 032c
PANTONE: Red 032u

Grey
CMYK: 0/0/0/30
RGB: 198/198/198
PANTONE: P428c

Green
CMYK: 75/0/75/0
RGB: 47/172/102 Plum

CMYK: 50/100/0/0
RGB: 149/27/129

Gold
CMYK: 0/35/85/0
RGB: 249/178/51
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Energy Motorsport

The Roundel is our key visual device. It consists of interlocking circular 
shapes, featuring images of our technology changing our world for the 
better. By showing both macro and micro landscapes, we show attention 
to detail and limitless vision.

USAGE: 
Roundels should be used as the hero image in any 
communication. They should be cropped along the 
right hand side wherever possible. Specific Roundels 
have been created for the different sectors we are 
working in.

The Roundel.  
Our key visual.

Aerospace Electric vehicles
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Graphics.

There are a number of other graphical  
devices that we can use as a brand.

This symbolises that we have no limits.
It is the primary graphical element that sits

above all brands. It acts as our halo. 
It is the place we have yet to reach.

Boundless ring of light
The use of a circle and a line.

Used to symbolise the endless connections  
that can be made. It has many applications. It can 
show the potential number of human connections 

that our technology will allow. Or show how our 
technologies have far reaching effects across many 
undustries. Or indicate where our technologies can 

be applied. Or plot our route into the future.

Connectors

USAGE: 
Used as supporting graphical devices in design collateral. Brand Book 2022 17



Icons.

We have developed a number of icons for the business.

Our passions

Our principles

Tech benefits

Sectors

ENERGY MOTORSPORT A EROSPACE ELECTRIC 
V EHICLES

Sustainable

Ultra-compact

Outperforms ‘traditional’ cooling methods

High thermodynamic performance and effectiveness

Lightweight

Design flexibility

Highly scalable

Durability across temperature ranges
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Gradient

Flare

We use a gradient to add depth to our 
colour background. When using blue type,  
favour positioning it over the darker blue  

for better readability.

We use a flare to emphasize the positioning of  
our product. Position the flare behind the hero 

item and make sure it doesn’t look messy or 
distracting by adjusting size and transparency.

Example:

Light blue type works better 
when placed over the darker 

part of the gradient.

Colour 1:
CMYK: 85/50/0/69
RGB: 11/49/83

Colour 2:
CMYK: 100/67/0/13
RGB: 0/75/147

Please Note:
Please be aware of potential banding of 
the colours. To alleviate this add a noise 
filter of 1% in Photoshop

The gradient can be a blend from 
Colour 1 to Colour 2, or Colour 2 can 
be in the middle per the example on 
the right.

Gradient settings
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As we build on the giant steps we’ve 
made as an organisation and move into a 
commercial mind-set, the way we speak will 
become more important.

We need to bring our brand identity and 
positioning to life. Follow these simple rules 
to help guide you.

Be ambitious
We should demonstrate the pioneering, transformative 
nature of our work. Talk about the outcomes of our 
technology, not just the technology itself. How we’re 
changing the future of space access and high-speed flight, 
how our technology has huge implications for commercial 
industries, how we’re innovating in pursuit of net zero. 
 

Be authoritative
We are leaders in our field, our copy should reflect that. 
We have gravitas, we don’t just talk about a vision, we 
show how we will get there. We use our achievements so 
far and our industry partners to give us further credibility.
 

Be accessible
Our work can be complicated, our technology difficult 
to understand. So we need to work really hard to 
explain things in simple terms. Be down to earth about 
astronomical achievements and connect what we do with 
people’s lives.

 

How we speak.
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Our image sets.

Choosing the right images is a vital part 
of our brand, they should accurately 
reflect our brand values. Our business 
can sometimes deal in the abstract 
– we’re building things that haven’t 
been built before, trying to achieve 
things that haven’t been achieved. The 
following four image sets help us bring 
our story to life and make it feel real to 
a wider audience.

Transforming heat

Industrial & industrious Impact on our world
Images that really get under the bonnet 

of the work we do. They add drama to the 
process to tell more of a story. When we 

feature people, they are always working, not 
posing. This takes us out of the abstract and 

into reality.

Images that are outward, not inward looking. 
They show scale, ambition and a global 
view of the world. A big picture view of 

big industry. We focus on the impact our 
technology has on people – we are  

outcome-oriented.

Images that reflect that we are working in 
the abstract. The core of our business is 

transforming heat, so this is brought to life in 
a bold and dramatic way. This image set feels 

future-focused and transformative.

Images that are cool, graphical and 
technological. They show how details are 

important, and that big leaps forward 
are made by focusing on small details. By 

making mechanical parts the hero, we show 
how confident we are in our technology.

Beauty of engineering

1.

3.

2.

4.
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Industrial & industrious.*

*Images for style only when comissioning new photography
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Impact on our world

*Images for style only when comissioning new photography
Brand Book 2022 01Brand Book 2022 23

.*



Beauty of engineering.
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Filter for photography.

We apply a blue colour filter to imagery to add 
consistency across our materials.

Colour:
CMYK: 100/67/0/13
RGB: 0/75/147

Filter setting:
‘Colour’

Strength:
5-50%
Please use judgement per individual image.

Original With filter applied

Filter settings

Examples:
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Brand in action.
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From outer space  
to your place.
Reaction Engines develops innovative and lightweight 
thermal management solutions using technology adapted 
from our ground-breaking Synergetic Air Breathing Rocket 
Engine, SABRE. This technology has a wide range of  
applications across a range of commercial industries.

From improving lap times in motorsport to converting waste energy into 
renewable electricity to supporting sustainable aviation and beyond, 
Reaction Engines can help your business unlock its full potential. 

Motorsport

The bottom line in any motorsport is faster lap times. 
Through replacing multiple components with one 
lighter, smaller and more aerodynamic solution, our 
thermal management technology will directly facilitate 
significantly improved lap times and performance.

 Increased design freedom through replacing 
multiple units with just one

 Ultra-lightweight units directly facilitate faster 
lap times

 Significantly reduced drag thanks to low  
pressure drop and air mass flow reductions

 Greener power through efficient heat rejection

Aerospace

Our technologies for the aerospace sector are smaller, 
lighter and more efficient than traditional solutions. They 
can radically reduce mass and drag to enable zero emission 
powertrains and increase range and payload capacity.

 Smaller, lighter thermal management solutions

 Lower drag for greater fuel efficiency

 Technologies that enable zero emission aviation

 Adaptable to solutions that can be integrated  
into existing infrastructures  

Business cards

Brochures

Stationery

Making beyond possible.

Registered in England No. 2413577
Registered Offi ce: c/o Deloitte LLP, 
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T: +44 (0)1865 520200
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W: reactionengines.co.uk
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REACTION ENGINES LTD
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beyond possible.
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Tom Burvill CEng MIMechE 
Applied Technologies Director

T: +44 (0)1865 520200
M: +44 (0)7795 983250
E: thomas.burvill@reactionengines.co.uk
W: reactionengines.co.uk

REACTION ENGINES LTD
Culham Science Centre,  
Abingdon, Oxfordshire, 
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Motorsport.
Delivering a step change  
in performance, efficiency  
and sustainability.
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Website
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Mockups – Left Panel Option 2

Event stands and panels

World class ultra-lightweight heat exchangers.
From 1800°F to ambient. In the blink of an eye.

Energy

Scalable for multiple applications:

Powerful Injection
Coolant is injected and 
removed via inlet and outlet 
manifolds connected to 
each cooling tube.

Seamless Bonding 
In a world first – our 
expertise allows us to bond 
thousands of joints in a 
single operation.  
With zero leakage.

Cylindrical Cooling
By bringing together 

thousands of thin-walled 
tubes in a cylindrical 
formation, we create 

optimum surface-area- 
to-weight ratio.

Motorsport Aerospace Electric vehicles

A giant leap towards a smaller world.Pioneering space access and sustainable 
technologies to elevate life on Earth. Next generation propulsion.

Increasing your performance and sustainability.
Our products.

Our pioneering thermal management solutions are: 

Lightweight space-saving 
units that allow more 

flexibility in design

Lightweight
Heat and corrosion 

resistant

Durable
Reduced vehicle or  

aircraft drag

Aerodynamic
Improved reliability and 
durability of powertrains 

and batteries

Reliable
Dramatically improved 

cooling (or heating) 
performance

Cooling

Radiators
Light and compact radiators that reject large 

amounts of heat with minimal cooling air pressure 
drop. Ideal for ram-air cooling in motorsport and 

zero emission aerospace.

 

EV battery thermal management
Our patented, isothermal battery heat management system for electric 

vehicles facilitates extended range and faster charge time.

Microtube condensers
Ideal for thermal lift systems in batteries, 

electronics and power cells where mass is critical. 
Maximise heat transfer coefficient at minimum 

mass. No internal cavities.

Water-cooled intercoolers
Compact, lightweight and over 99% effective at 

compressed cathode air cooling in hydrogen fuel 
cell powertrains and combustion  

engine charge air cooling. 

Waste heat recovery heat exchangers
Reduced energy use. Increased efficiency. Transfer waste heat to 

pressurised water, thermal oil or CO2. Small enough to fit inside exhaust 
ducts or gas turbines.

Unlike standard jet engines, they can also operate in a 
rocket mode outside the atmosphere, creating the next 

generation of truly reusable space launch vehicles. 

SABRE powered vehicles will be capable of cutting the flight time 
from London to Australia to four and a half hours, or flying into 

orbit from a runway before returning to base and doing it all  
over again.

SABRE is capable of achieving air-breathing flight from 
Mach 0 to Mach 5+ as a single propulsion installation and 

is well suited for a variety of potential high-speed  
mission areas.

Faster. Further. More efficient. SABRE brings a step-change in 

technology – making air travel at over five times the speed of 

sound possible.  

Our test facilities.
Purpose built to make beyond possible. 

Test Facility 2 (TF2)

Reaction Engines Test Facility 2 is uniquely capable of providing  
high-temperature air at high mass flows for extended durations. The 

facility successfully validated the company’s innovative precooler 
technology in the airflow conditions of 1000 °C (1800 °F) that are 

expected during high-speed flights up to Mach 5.

Our unique development test facilities bring together the best of 

the best. Combining brilliant minds with the tools they need to 

make beyond possible.
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For more information and
access to any assets please contact:
marketing@reactionengines.co.uk

reactionengines.co.uk


